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Quiltville Custom Quilting
http://www.quiltville.com

Crab Apples Class Supply List!

Block Size: 8"
Finished Quilt Size: 70" X 70"

Make your own grove of crabapple trees from 1.5" scraps!
We will be piecing the checkerboard parts from 1.5" strips, and paper piecing the tree bases to create our trees.
For this class you will need:

Pattern Requirements:
The book "Adventures With Leaders & Enders" is required for this class. Books will be available for purchase for
$25.00 each.
Tree bases:
13 Assorted 6" green squares
25 Assorted 2" brown strips at least 5" long
25 Assorted 5" light shirting print squares
Tree Tops:
2 yards of assorted light scraps cut into 1.5" strips (Just cut a handful a head of time, you can cut more as we go!)
2 yards of assorted dark scraps cut into 1.5" strips (Same as above, cut more later!)
Setting Triangles (We probably won't get this far, but you will need to complete quilt)
1 yard green tone on tone
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Sashing: 7/8 yard red
Cornerstones: 1/4 yard gold
inner border: 1/2 yard brown print
outer border: 1 1/4 yards red/black print
Binding/backing are up to you!
Paper piecing supplies:
Please bring tracing paper and a pencil for tree bases. If you have the book ahead of time, you can copy the tree
bases on page 31 of the Adventures With Leaders & Enders book.
General Supplies needed:
Sewing machine in working order (including power cords and extention cords)
Thread, scissors, seam ripper,pins and any other notions you usually sew with.
Rotory cutter, mat and ruler.
Irons and ironing boards should be provided by the guild. Personal pressing items may be okay to use at your
workstation as long as the use of power won't trip the circuits in the building leaving the room (or half the room)
without power! Please check with your workshop coordinators if mini irons are okay or not.
Looking forward to this workshop with your guild!
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